ORDER

For the purposes and in pursuance of the provisions contained in Section 13 of the NCTE Act, 1993, NCTE Headquarters conducted inspection of the L Ahodur Shastri Mahila Shikshak Shishu Prashikshpan Mahavidyalaya, Tilak Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan on 22.07.2003 and after having received the report/findings from the inspection team and seeking response of the institution on the deficiencies reported by the inspection team, the same are forwarded to the office of NRC to take further necessary action in accordance with the provisions of the NCTE Act, Rules, Regulations etc. The deficiencies pointed out are as under:

(i) Out of eight lecturers, three of them have not qualified NET/SLET. It is also not clear as to whether they qualify for exemption from possession of NET.
(ii) Out of eight lecturers, one of them is on regular basis and rest of them is on contractual basis which is not as per NCTE norms.
(iii) The list of teacher appointed in the institution has yet to be cleared by the affiliating University.
(iv) It is not clear from the list of teaching staff provided by the institution as to whether arrangement has been made for part-time instructor for teaching Arts and Crafts, Music, Physical Education etc.
(v) The institution admits 125 students instead of recognition for intake of 120.
(vi) The Education Technology Lab does not have required number of PCs.
(vii) The teaching staff is being paid consolidated salary which is not as per NCTE norms.
(viii) The institution does not maintain adequate Reserve Fund.
(ix) The Endowment Fund has not been put in joint operation with a representative of NRC/NCTE.

2. AND WHEREAS, the said report of the inspection team and the reply of the institution were placed before the NRC in its 80th meeting. Having considered the same, the Committee was of the opinion that the reply and supporting documents attached therewith are not satisfactory. Therefore, the Committee decided that a Show Cause Notice be issued to the institution under section 17 (i) of the NCTE Act, 1993. Accordingly, a Show Cause Notice dated 08.08.2004 was issued to the institution communicating therein the deficiencies observed by the visiting team on inspection made by it under section 13 of the NCTE Act, 1993, to provide reasonable opportunity of making representation against the proposed action.
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